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When the United States entered the First World War in 1917, pianist and bandleader James Reese Europe was 
awarded the army rank of lieutenant and given the task of forming an orchestra to play for the troops overseas. In 
Februari and March 1918, he travelled some two thousand miles through France and performed in over twenty 
cities. Both the troops and the civilian population went mad on Jim Europe and his all-black 369th Infantry band, 
better known as the Hell Fighters. Apart from the usual marches, classic ouvertures and Sousa’s Stars and Stripes 
Forever, they played rags and tunes like the Memphis Blues in full swing and what’s more, their music became 
known under a new label: Jazz. Thanks to the Hell Fighters and other military bands such as Lt. Will Vodery’s 
brassband and Lt. Tim Brymn’s seventy Black Devils, France became the startingpoint of jazz in Europe.  
 
Initially the Dutch, who didn’t participate in the First World War, were kept in the dark. In 1918, they were still 
unfamiliar with the word “jazz,” but this changed in 1919 when at various dance schools “Jes,” “Jas,” or “Yasz” 
(initially there existed confusion over the correct spelling) was introduced as a new American dance. In 1920, the 
English orchestra The London Five played in The Hague and during that same year the Amsterdam dance 
instructor James Meyer founded the first Dutch professional jazz ensemble, the James Meyer’s Jazzband, under 
direction of the pianist Leo de la Fuente. The year before, Meyer had traveled to England to seek inspiration in the 
modern ballrooms.1 Through his orchestra, and especially through the BBC radio programs broadcast from the 
Savoy hotel in London, the English ballroom dances became popular in the Netherlands. Starting in 1919, the first 
American dance records became available. Both the English ballroom dances and the American ragtimes were a 
great success. A postwar dance craze erupted with great intensity. The reveling public was in an e1ectrified mood. 
Fed up with the Wiener Damenkapelle, the salon orchestras, and the melodies of Johann Strauss and Franz Léhar, 
the public demanded “jazz” music. Instead of “Tango Tea” at Pschorr in Rotterdam, people wanted to dance. One 
fashionable dance after the other was introduced: the Shimmy, the Charleston, the Black Bottom. Pschorr was 
rebuilt into a dance Mecca and a six foot replica of the Statue of Liberty, under the banner “We1come to New 
York,” formed part of the décor.2  String sections were expanded with a drum equipped with a horn and an enamel 
pan, which was enough to qualify for a jazz band in those days. But this did not last for very long. To alleviate the 
absence of a horn section, saxophonists, clarinetists and trumpet players were recruited from military bands. Older 
musicians, string players and pianists, received remedial training in various wind instruments. For those who 
could make the transition from Suppé to Alexanders Ragtime Band and from violin to saxophone, there was plenty 
of opportunity to work. 

This was especially the case for the younger generation who formed their own jazz ensembles. In 1924, the 
Original Victoria Band was founded in Breda under the direction of Theo Abels and two years later The Original 
Ramblers, with Jack and Louis de Vries, Theo Uden Masman and Kees Kranenburg first appeared. The brothers 
Willebrandts established their orchestra in 1929. Amateur jazz practice took place especially in the more affluent 
quarters of society, notably the student world. Here English was spoken and enough money was available to buy 
records and expensive musical instruments. At many a university or grammar school one could hear the sounds of 
a school band. In Leyden in 1925, for instance, the fraternity orchestra Minerva was founded and in Wageningen 
the students of the Agricultural College were united in the Ceresband. Beginning in 1924 The Queen Melodists, a 
combination of well-to-do citizens and students with Theo Uden Masman and later on Mel1e Weersma at the 
piano, played in The Hague. 

The arrival of American music caused much consternation among different groups in society. The enthusiasm 
of the often young jazz fans contrasted with the reserved attitude of especially the older generations. Yet despite 
all the criticism and obstacles put in the way, various societal and technological developments made it impossible 
to stop the Americanization of the entertainment music in the Netherlands. 

 
                                                
1 Herman Openneer, “Pianist Leo de la Fuente,” NJA-Bulletin 1 (September 1991): 4. 
2 Jaques Klöters, Honderd Jaar Amusement in Nederland (Den Haag: Staatsuitgeverij/Amsterdam: Unipers, 1987), 157. 
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 The Anti-Jazz Party 
 

During the first post-war years the daily press hardly paid any attention to jazz music. This changed when in 
the summer of 1926 the American orchestra of Paul Whiteman came to the Netherlands. Its three concerts, two in 
the Kurhaus in Scheveningen and one in the Concertgebouw in Amsterdam, had long been sold out and received 
generally ecstatic responses. The daily newspaper De Maasbode wrote, “here the jazz enters into a spiritual 
entente with the old world.” “Unquestionably astonishing,” wrote the Nieuwe Rotterdamsche Courant, “a 
delightful and colorful polytonal movie in sound.” The newspaper Het Vaderland recognized in the orchestra a 
“Mengelberg-like ensemble... a beautiful organism, in which each link acted in a perfect way. In the full strength 
of this ensemble one finds a dash of daring, a dash of humor, a dash of tiger glossing beauty.”3 

The symphonic jazz of Whiteman (Rhapsody in Blue), interchanged with syncopic dance music and jazz-like 
arrangements of composers like Liszt and Wagner, was more in line with the European music vocabulary than the 
polyrhythm of the Original Dixieland Jazz Band (ODJB) from America, who introduced the improvised “classical 
jazz” into Europe during their visit to England in 1919. It looked as if with Whiteman’s performance, jazz music 
had suddenly become respectable.  

However many classical composers and musicians regarded the new music as a barbaric invasion, a threat to 
art. As carriers of the centuries old musical tradition of the occident they felt a responsibility to raise their voice 
against the invading, improvising competition. In the October, 1926 issue of De Muziek, the official organ of the 
Federation of Dutch Musicians Organizations, an article appeared by the composer and music critic Matthijs 
Vermeulen. He wrote: “Jazz is rubbish and a caricature of the modern orchestra, the orchestra of Debussy, Strauss, 
Mahler, Schoenberg; garbage arranged by half-grown musicians for the purpose and accommodation of public 
frolic. And do not think to reverse the roles! Whoever thinks that his instrumentation can benefit from the jazz is 
twenty years behind on the evolution of music.”4 Composer Willem Pijper fully agreed with him: “Vermeulen put 
his finger on it excellently: ‘old garbage scraped together from all pre-war dumps.’”5 

Such criticism of jazz often concealed fear and dissatisfaction with postwar societal changes. This is quite 
obvious in the article “Jazz,” which Karel Mengelberg, a student of Willem Pijper, wrote in October, 1927: 
“When the people realized how hollow their nationalistic and moralistic phrases were, as the troops returned from 
the battlefields and the tanks of the revolutionaries rolled through the streets of the metropoles, jazz began, 
licentious, without a ‘general music theory’ wild and loud ... In the overcrowded pubs the jazz bands roared 
without interruption… The equally animalistic musical as licentious negroes-in the literal sense of the word-set 
the tone ... We believe, however, ... that people soon will grow tired of this syncopated parade march. In secret 
many curse jazz after all, but in the struggle with the syncopated spirit of the age, they have the worse in most 
cases.”6 

For many the First World War had raised doubts about the supremacy of Western civilization. All of a 
sudden, traditional values and faith in progress were no longer unquestioned. In addition to cultural pessimism and 
uncertainty, people also became acquainted with a new, unknown American culture, with the Charleston, the 
Black Bottom, the Foxtrot and with jazz music. 

At first, jazz in the style of King Oliver and the ODJB was heard and performed only in a small circ1e of 
connoisseurs, but the new dances quickly became popular with a much broader audience. Whereas the 
aforementioned representatives of the c1assical music world felt particularly threatened by the arrival of jazz 
music, pedagogues, ministers, and youth leaders were above all opposed to the modern American dances. They 
considered the dance hall a breeding place of spiritual decay, symptomatic for a degenerated, disoriented society, 
where traditional value systems as presented by the Christian churches or socialism, had lost their influence. 

According to the socialist crusaders against moral decline, jazz and the quickstep formed part of a bourgeois, 
pseudo civilization. On the occasion of Whiteman’s performance, the music critic Paul F. Sanders wrote in the 
socialist daily Het Volk of June 24, 1926 of “a thoroughly American evening.” Among all the appreciative 
reviews, he was the only one who cast a negative judgment. He regarded “the sexual atmosphere in the music,” as 
an expression of a barbaric culture: “triumph of the technique, a narcotic for exhausted businessmen, who seek a 
brainless diversion.” The members of the Arbeiders Jeugd Centrale (the biggest socialist youth organization), also 

                                                
3 Quotes from F.B. Hotz, “Een scheut tijger-glanzende schoonheid,” Vrij Nederland, Color Supplement, August 2, 1986, 8. 
4 Matthijs Vermeulen (no title), De Muziek, October 1926. 
5 Willem Pijper, “Moderne Muziek,” De Muziek, February 1927. 
6 Karel Mengelberg, “Jazz,» De Muziek, February 1927. 
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went to battle. They too, instead of fighting the class enemy, began a campaign against the “easy-going, pleasure 
seekers of our civilization in decay.” In countless booklets, brochures, and pamphlets the spokesmen for the AJC 
condemned banal talking, loitering in smoky cafes, superficial flirting, smoking, drinking and the frequenting of 
sultry dancing halls. Instead of step and shuffle dances, people should be out folk dancing.7  

In their denunciations the Catholics sometimes reached quasi-poetic heights. In his 1927 lenten pastoral letter 
the bishop of Den Bosch, Monsignor Diepen, warned in yet a calm tone against “the new paganism,” with “its 
widespread modern dances.” However, according to the pastors of the city of Utrecht a year later, jazz was “a 
frivolous, yes passionate dance music... intended to bring the dancers in an intoxicated state of sensuality
Certainly we do not exaggerate when we maintain that our modem pagan dances are an abyss of sin. Where 
people dance, men become dazed and women encounter their downfall; one cannot dance on earth and one day 
enjoy the blessings of heaven.”8 In the educational brochure series entitled “For Honor and Virtue,” we find the 
answer to the question: “Where have people learned the new dances? People have learned them from savage 
tribes. They dance like Kaffirs, waggling and wobbling like geese. “9 

The Protestant population was also admonished. In “Many questions-one answer“, an educational publication 
from the thirties, the dangers of gymnastics were discussed: “... it looks a lot like dancing... and we do not want 
anything to do with dancing. Thank goodness Christian virtue still resists this. “10 

A similar attitude with regards to dancing and jazz could be detected among the Dutch national socialists. In 
de Stormmeeuw, the monthly magazine of the Nationale Jeugdstorm, one finds the same calls for character 
building and the same rejection of youths who have succumbed to the lure of mass culture (smoking, jazz, and 
make-up), as in the brochures and pamphlets of all the other youth organizations. During a membership drive in 
November 1934, the stormers addressed: “the youth for which Holland is waiting. Not the youth which is already 
written off. Who have become old through jazz, and grey due to the cocktail.”11 

National socialists, composers and musicians of classical music, Protestants, Roman Catholics and reds, all 
cursed the arrival of the new American entertainment culture. Their moral indignation reverberated throughout the 
press. While most Dutch reporters had an open mind regarding the new music of Paul Whiteman in June 1926, 
soon moral judgments and tendentious reviews gained the upper hand.  

A report on modern dancing in the Haagsch Maandblad of January 1927 observed with dismay that the dance 
pairs executed all kinds of motions “of which the origin lies in the erotic, maddening arousal of barbaric negro 
tribes and wherein brute primal instincts of both sexes attempt to celebrate themselves.“12 

The Society for the Advancement of Good and Inexpensive Reading Matter even went so far as to publish a 
travel account under the title “the raging saxophone.” A fragment reads: “A few shrill, shrieking tones of the 
trumpet, a high pitched cry of distress of the saxophone, and then ... through the open space of the hall shook, 
vibrated the bodies of the men dressed in smoking and the slim frames of the women ... in their eyes lay 
something of the primal desire, of the primal instinct: the mating craze. And the five shiny black magicians blew 
the aristocratic party hall full of an infernal and pagan rhythm.”13 

Time and again, jazz music and modern dances were associated with barbarism, primitive, primal instincts 
and eroticism. The entertainment industry responded to the negative portrayal by imposing strict restrictions on 
the appearance and behavior of the musicians. During a concert both professionals and amateurs had to behave in 
an exemplary manner. Dress, hairstyle, presentation, everything had to be flawless to make sure a respectable and 
civilized impression was made. After all, critics of all persuasions were lying in wait and so the dance room and 
bar owners kept a watchful eye to make sure that, despite the arrival of the new music, moral sense and decency 
were maintained, if only for the sake of appearances. No excessive drinking and no provocative hot dance music, 
for the slightest jarring note was enough to alarm the police and risk losing one’s license to sell liquor or have live 
music. 

                                                
7 Ger Harmsen, Blauwe en Rode Jeugd (Nijmegen: SUN, 1975), 186-187. 
8 Michel van der Plas, Uit het Rijke Roomsche Leven (Utrecht: Ambo, 1965), 199 and 201. 
9 D.A. Linnebank, Moderne Amusementsproblemen (Roermond/Maaseik: Centraal Bureau van “Voor Eer en Deugd,” L.L. 
Romen & Zonen, 1934), 1. 
10A.C. de Gooyer, Het Beeld der Vad’ren, Baarn: Ambo, 1964, p. 187. 
11 “Jeugd van Nederland,” De Stormmeeuw, November 1934. 
12  Henri Morel, Haagsch Maandblad, January 1927. 
13 Simon Koster, De razende saxofoon (Den Haag: N.V. Maatschappij tot Verspreiding van Goede en Goedkoope Lectuur / 
Wereldbibliotheek, 1931). 
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Despite these precautions, intervention at a national level followed anyhow. At the initiative of the Tucht-Unie 
[Discipline Union], an organization committed by its statutes ” ... to fight licentiousness and to beautify public 
life,” a “committee concerning public entertainment” was installed, which in 1927 requested governmental action 
against modem dancing. The Discipline Unions’ paper called de Gong, warned those youngsters who succumbed 
to “dances originating with wild negro tribes. It should be made clear that all these perverse gyrations, all this 
shuffling back and forth and jerking and shaking and twisting and licking one’s lips quasi-graceful and messing 
and wrangling, all this leads towards the forbidden act.”14 

The request was met and in 1930 a government commission was installed, which one year later came up with 
a final rapport. The modem dances constituted a moral threat to the youth, so the conclusion went. 
“Demoralization has penetrated from all countries involved in the war. Its ways of expression however, are mainly 
American”15 Jazz music and swing dances from the United States mirrored the superficiality of American social 
life. As the most important cause for this development the committee mentioned advanced mechanization and the 
division of labor which had led to “the impoverishment of life and extremely superficial contacts with fellow 
human beings,” all this at the expense of older organic structures like the family, the school, and the church. “In 
such an incoherent mass as the American one, union has to be achieved in the instinctual realm and this is what 
determines the essence of the American culture, a mass product, whether one tries to find it in the daily press, in 
music, or in film.”16 Negroes set the tone and the rhythm in American music, because they disposed of the greatest 
instinctual energy. A “contagious enjoyment of life,” which was suited pre-eminently to create a daze in which it 
was easy to live for those for whom a deeper consciousness of life was too difficult. The committee saw in all this 
an enormous danger against which Europe should arm itself. It noted in Western Europe a decline of “a life of 
deeper meaning” to a “life of primitive stimuli” and warned against those who cherished the American 
“libertarianism” and who propagated the “Americanization of Europe.” America was depicted as a naive country 
where, with primitive means such as “cries” and “yells” and the raising of the Stars and Stripes, an artificial 
national enthusiasm was being aroused. “Those who in Europe pluck the strings of the instinctual life in the mode 
of the American ‘culture’ without being able to provide a union, will only create one piece of confusion out of 
Europe, in which war, and civil war shall give expression to the fierce whipped up instincts.”17 

 
 

Fans and Musicians 
 

Both in the report of the government committee and in the responses from the classical music world, the churches, 
and the press, the fear for an American mass culture to which domestic norms and values would be sacrificed, 
dominated. The counterpart of this camp of cultural pessimists, was a rich tapestry of jazz and swing fans, the 
hard core of whom consisted of a small group of primarily male grammar school fellows, Gymnasium pupils and 
university students of middle-class origin who, through record evenings, lectures, study sessions and self-made 
music, dedicated all their tree time to jazz. 

At the Kennemer Lyceum in Overveen drummer Eddy Crommelin, together with a couple of school friends, 
decided to follow the Belgian and French examples and founded a Dutch Hot Club (NHC) in 1932. Soon after 
starting off in Haarlem, there appeared NHC-sections in Amsterdam, Nijmegen, Utrecht, Den Helder and The 
Hague. The different sections were united in the Dutch Jazz League (NJL) and closely related to De Jazzwereld in 
which all NJL-news was published. De Jazzwereld was a monthly magazine, founded in 1931 by Ben Bakema, 
better known as Red Debroy, who at that time was only sixteen years of age and played the alto in the Kennemer 
Lyceum band. The first edition came out in August and proved to be a great success. Every month the subscribers 
were kept up-to-date about the latest records and in the regional survey, the whole national jazz landscape, from 
Heiloo to Valkenburg and from Groningen to Bergen op Zoom, was accurately mapped out. 

The thirties witnessed a tremendous increase in export of American and English music. As a result of the 
steady growth of the number of households with a radio and the availability of better and less expensive record 
players, more people then ever before came into contact with jazz and especially the popular variant of this music: 

                                                
14 Quoted from Rudolf Dekker et al., “De vergeefse stormloop tegen zedenverwildering en kattekwaad,” NRC Handelsblad, 
May 16, 1984. 
15 Rapport der Regeerings-Commissie inzake het Dansvraagstuk (Den Haag: Staatsuitgeverij, 1931), 9. 
16 Ibid., 11-12. 
17 Ibid., 12-13. 
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swing. Soon the broadcast companies employed permanent radio orchestras. 1935 saw the founding of the AVRO 
Decibels under the direction of Eddy Meenk, with Sem Nijveen, Maurice van Kleef and arrangeur Klaas van 
Beeck. A year later The Ramblers formed the VARA Dans Orchestra. In 1935 the VARA organized its first Jazz 
Week with, among others, the Jack de Vlies Internationals and record programs presented by the two Jazzwereld 
editors Bob Schrijver and Mr. C. Poustochkine. Afraid of losing members, the Dutch broadcast organizations were 
careful not to program all too controversial hot jazz, because this style was not appreciated by the broader 
audience. For this reason the radio orchestras played in the more modest, polished English big band style, 
sometimes even interchanged with waltzes and ballroom tunes (John Kristel), or with a mixture of cabaret songs 
and Dutch clog dances (Boyd Bachman). Nevertheless, the musicians themselves generally favored the American 
arrangements. Ernst van ‘t Hoff, Dick Willebrandts, Melle Weersma, Jack de Vries and The Ramblers all 
preferred the American repertoire. 

Through radio broadcasts and guest performances of American musicians, this American jazz repertoire 
reached the Dutch public directly, unfiltered by European arrangements. Duke Ellington and his orchestra played 
the Scheveningen Kurhaus in July, 1933 featuring Cooty Williams and Johnny Hodges. The same year in 
November Louis Armstrong gave two concerts in Holland, and in 1934 he came round again as did Cab Calloway 
and his orchestra. Willy Lewis, Benny Carter, Arthur Briggs and Bill Coleman regularly returned as guests. In 
1935, Coleman Hawkins was touring with the Jack Hylton’s English orchestra when the Nazis refused him entry 
into Germany because of the color of his skin. He stayed behind in Holland and in the ensuing years he often 
performed with The Ramblers, appearing as guest soloist. Together with drummer Maurice van Kleef and the 
American pianist Freddy Johnson, who worked in the Netherlands from 1934 onwards, he made numerous 
recordings. Their concerts were frequently broadcast by the VARA and the AVRO radio broadcasting 
organizations. 

Furthermore one could hear the orchestras of Stan Brenders, Fud Candrix and Jean Omer on the Belgian 
radio. Radio Luxembourg regularly scheduled jazz music as well. But it was the BBC, which gave the English 
orchestras of Harry Roy, Bert Ambrose, Jack Payne and specially Jack Hylton the most popularity in Holland. 
Their smooth, polished dance music, in which the arrangements were often more important than the 
improvisations, struck the popular fancy most. 

Swing bands in the style of Jack Hylton thrived on the popularity of the new, American dances from the 
period after the first world war. These dances originated in the black ghettos of the big American cities, but during 
the twenties, the Federation of Dutch Dance School Teachers, following the example of their English colleagues, 
restyled them and made them sufficiently “respectable” to meet the taste of a large audience. The same applied to 
swing dancing. Soon after Charles Lindbergh’s successful flight across the ocean in 1927, a new dance style was 
introduced in the Savoy Ballroom in Harlem on which occasion the dance partners took turns throwing each other 
through the air, flipping around each other’s hips, and tossed to and fro. All this with a stoic, facial expression. 
These people were “cool,” dancing the Lindy Hopp. The film industry, revue theatres and night clubs in the 
United States recruited the Harlem hoppers or white imitators like Fred Astair and turned the Lindy Hopp into an 
American export product, which during the thirties became known on the European marked under the name of the 
music: “swing.” Hollywood movies like Dancing Lady (1933), Born to Dance (1936), Swing High Swing Low 
(1937), On the Avenue (1938) and especially Broadway Melody (1936-1938), all featured the tempestuous 
“swing.” In this way, both swing dancing and swing music gained enormous popularity, particularly among the 
young. 

The average age of the audience in the dance halls of the big cities was slightly over twenty, but during jazz 
concerts in local bars, at school parties, or in private clubs, such as The Wanderers Hotclub in The Hague where 
the “swing nozems” acted like madmen on the dance floor, most of the visitors were considerably younger. 
Generally, girls dominated the dance floor. During concerts or record evenings, when there was no opportunity for 
dancing, the audience consisted mainly of boys. 

The fact that during the thirties, jazz and especially swing dancing were continuously discredited and equated 
with moral corruption, cultural barbarism and the mores of uncontrolled primitive Negro tribes, eventually created 
considerable confusion. This was especially the case among the jazz fans in the NJL and among the young editors 
of De Jazzwereld. Many of them could not separate themselves from the moralizing tutelage of the established 
authorities. When it came to the test, they did not have the courage to break with the adults and in their quest for 
self justification and recognition they often resorted to a defensive posture.  

However, the vast majority of the young listened care-free to The Ramblers, the Swing-Papa’s or the 
orchestra of Jack Hylton. It was the popular dance music of the thirties and forties which, through the new media, 
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reached an unprecedented large audience 
Since the twenties the critique of jazz and swing music had been dominated by a feeling of cultural 

superiority. That feeling was expressed in moral terms, which revealed in particular, a fear for the unknown, the 
primitive, and the erotic. The United States’ role in the Second World War led to a radical revision of this 
“primitive America-image.” Jazz was no longer a primitive cultural expression of an uncivilized, naive people, but 
the music of conquerors and liberators. The old ethics of respectability suddenly had to make room for a higher 
moral code. Syncopes, swing and improvisations were no longer associated with the sensations of the lower torso, 
but represented liberty, individualism and vitality. By insisting on the prewar objections to jazz music, one 
identified oneself with the enemy, but by playing a Nat Gonella or a Benny Goodman record on a birthday party, 
one demonstrated that one was on the “right” side. It was a musical-political statement. 

Partly through the war the predominant view on jazz changed: its Americanness became a positive asset for 
many Dutchmen, but in spite of this the traditional critique of jazz would remain influential until the mid-sixties. 


